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Greg Smola, LSW

Greg is a Pennsylvania 
licensed social worker. 
He graduated with a 
Master’s degree in social 
work from the University 
of New Hampshire. 
A dedicated recovery 

advocate, he has served 
as an inpatient counselor, 

residential case manager, 
and emergency room crisis 

from Greg’s strength-based and 
motivating approach across a full continuum of care.

As an outpatient therapist, Greg helps patients gain 
more self-awareness and self-acceptance through a 
humanistic and cognitive behavioral framework. Greg 
especially enjoys working with young adults who are 
seeking stability, motivation, and purpose. Greg’s 
relaxed, attentive, nonjudgmental, and often humorous 
approach is something both his patients and colleagues 
appreciate. He is “thrilled to be part of the
LifeBack team!”
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Margie Stumpo,
Billing Manager

Margie has been with 
LifeBack for three years 
in the billing department. 
Recently, she has 
accepted the billing 
manager role. Margie 

has a B.S. in business 
administration and has 

extensive experience in 
management. Before coming 

to LifeBack, Margie was a district 
director for a retail company where 

she managed multiple branches across Maryland, 
Delaware, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania. Margie’s 
background in customer experience has allowed her 
to contribute to LifeBack’s overall core beliefs. One of 
Margie’s favorite quotes which she tries to implement in 
her day-to-day encounters is “Your smile is your logo; 
Your personality is your business card; How you leave 
others feeling after an experience with you becomes your 
trademark.” We at LifeBack are committed to making 
every patient feel LifeBack is here for you.
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LifeBack team!”

LifeBack is committed to providing the best patient care 
using a wide range of treatment modalities. Our dedicated 

team of support staff, clinicians, and prescribers is here to help 
each patient achieve their goals. LifeBack’s values are rooted in a 

in order to grow, we must evolve and take care of our emotional well-
being. Change is not simply achieved through discontinuation of maladaptive 

behavior and patterns. Each patient is special, important, and cherished. 

LifeBack will always ensure that each patient has the best clinical experience, 
as we pride ourselves on having superior patient care. We focus on maintaining 

updating, and improving these methods to make sure we can meet the needs of each patient.

LifeBack has built a foundation of integrity and commitment regarding patient wellness. We are committed to ensuring 
that the LifeBack team is able to provide all patients with a positive experience. Our mission is to deliver the highest 

quality of care to all patients. Their wellness is our top priority. At LifeBack, we promote a positive and inclusive 
environment. We want patients to feel they are in a secure, judgement-free place where they feel respected. 

The LifeBack Philosophy – potential for growth exists in the 
willingness to adjust the sails based on the direction of 

the wind, rather than our desire to see land.
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